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Abstract. Most assembly processes on the nano-scale take place in a Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM) for the reason of high magnification range of the
microscope itself. Like all microscopes, the SEM delivers visual data just in
two dimensions. This is a bottleneck for all assembly processes which require
of course information of the parts to join in a third dimension. This paper shows
an approach with a dedicated sensor. As an example for an assembly process a
carbon nano tube (CNT) is fixed on a sharp metal tip. The sensor used detects
contact between these two parts by exciting a bimorph cantilever made from
piezoelectric material. It is shown that with this approach the contact is reliably
detected. Recent experiments on introducing a new excitation structure show
the possibility to add more dimensional testing in the same way as the one
dimensional type.
Keywords: Assembly process, carbon nano tube, TouchDown sensor,
automation.
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Introduction

The deterministic assembly of parts and components on the micro- and
nano-scale is derived from assembly processes as known from the
macro- and meso-scale. Although a lot of similarities exist for both
regimes, micro- and nano-scale assembly faces some distinct
differences, making it a challenging task both for manual and
automated execution [8], [2].
Fig. 1 shows a typical flowchart for such an assembly process, which
consist of the tasks Transport, Adjustment, Joining, Separation and
Inspection. For the assembly of one product, these tasks have to be
repeated in a sequence. In contrary to self- and parallel assembly,
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usually these taskss are not parallelised,
p
but repeatted n timess for the
producttion of n prooducts.

Fig. 1. Processs layout for the automated serial assembly on the nano-scale.

The trannsport of thhe parts connsumed durring assembbly usually involves
several orders of magnitude
m
in geometrrical dimennsions, e.g. actuator
i the milliimetre regiime to a final
f
positioon with naanometre
travel in
accuracy is involvved. This iss mainly du
ue to the fact,
f
that m
micro- or
nano-sccale parts arre often moounted on meso-scale
m
p
parts.
In auutomated
assemblly, these arre fed to the
t assemblly machinee on adaptoors [11],
which have dimeensions conntrollable by
b human operators. In the
adjustm
ment task, tw
wo parts or even a parrt and the handling
h
toool (e.g. a
gripper)) are adjusted relative to each oth
her in positiion and orieentation.
This has to be donne in six dim
mensions, however, deppending on the part
to be handled,
h
som
me simpliffications caan be used (e.g. for sspherical
objects)). Howeverr, the mostt important outcome of this taskk is the
defined contact beetween the parts,
p
which
h is a key prerequisite
p
e for the
forthcom
ming joininng. The joining task is the
t key taskk within thee process
chain, as
a two partts are uniteed to one product
p
herre. With reespect to
micro- and
a nano-sccale assembbly, the num
mber of avaailable technniques is
very lim
mited, simplly because not
n all maccro- and meeso-scale tecchniques
can be down-scaled
d
d in a straigght forward way. On thhe micro- annd nanoscale, parts
p
tend too stick to eaach other [5
5], to the underlying
u
ssubstrate
and to the
t handlingg tools due to adhesivee surface foorces. To ennable the
automattion of partss handling, they need to
t be storedd on the adapptor in a
well-defined state,, i.e. with defined
d
disstances in between,
b
seeparately
and heldd in place. On the nanno-scale, thee latter one is e.g. achiieved by
growingg parts on a substratee [7], resullting in a strong
s
chem
mical or
physicaal bond in beetween. Thuus, for cuttiing the partss from the ssubstrate
or even separating them from
m the handlin
ng tool, a dedicated
d
seeparation
task is necessary.
n
T inspection task serrves as a meeasure of quuality of
The
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the assembly process and usually involves testing of the bond between
the parts.
Especially in the transportation and in the adjustment tasks, the 3Dalignment of parts or tool and part, respectively, is challenging for the
above mentioned reasons. In section 2, these challenges will be
described in more detail, resulting from the characteristics of the
magnifying vision sensors. Based on typical sceneries in nano-scale
assembly, the methods for in- and out of-plane coarse alignment will be
discussed shortly. Additionally, the implemented approach for coarse
alignment is discussed in more detail. Section 3 describes the
TouchDown-sensor, a tool used for contact detection between tool and
substrate or part, respectively. The results of the implemented
alignment process will be described section 4 in more detail. Section 5
concludes the approach.
2

Challenges and approaches in aligning tool and object

Magnifying vision sensors are literally spoken the gate for accessing
the micro- and nano-scale. Most commonly, optical light microscopes
are used for the micro-scale; for accessing the nano-scale, scanning
electron microscopes (SEM) and its derivates or - less frequently scanning probe microscopes are used. Within this paper, the focus will
be on SEM [1], [10]. Although they provide practical image acquisition
speed, high and adjustable magnification, the high depth of focus and
parasitic effects like image drift limit their applicability as a precise and
unique global sensor [6].
The high depth of focus, usually considered as a benefit for analytical
purposes, requires an experienced operator in manual assembly and
dedicated sensor tools or methods in automated assembly, respectively,
for out of plane alignment of part and tool. The parasitic effects,
resulting from hysteresis effects on the scanning coils of the SEM and
from charging effects in the scene, complicate the in-plane alignment.
Therefore, the approach between tool and object is realised using visual
servoing [9], [4], i.e. the distance between both objects is measured
with object recognition methods in the recorded image. These relative
measurements allow for precise alignment, however, the procedure
requires continuous image acquisition, which limits the process speed
compared to open-loop-alignment based on a world model.
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The ouut-of-plane alignment is achieveed by a coombination of two
methods. For coarsse alignmennt, a series of images is
i taken at ddifferent
focus distance
d
[3]]. This foccus series is
i evaluatedd for sharppness in
regions of interestss (RoI), drawn around the tool andd the part, rresulting
in two distinct
d
currves. By com
mparing thee sharpnesss-over-focuss curves,
the disttance betw
ween tool and
a
object is evaluateed by the distance
betweenn the sharpnness peaks for both Ro
oIs. Howevver, due to the high
depth-of-focus of the
t SEM, the
t precision of this method
m
is lim
mited to
several µm in thee necessaryy magnificaation. Conssequently, ffor final
alignmeent, the tooll and objectt are adjusted to each other until they are
in mechhanical conntact. The contact
c
is measured
m
byy the ToucchDownsensor. As an appllication exaample, we will
w follow
w the in- annd out-of
plane allignment seequence bettween a CN
NT and a finne etched m
metal tip
further. Fig. 2 show
ws the startiing scenery..

Fig. 2.. Side view of thhe scene for thee assembly of CNTs.
C
The CNT
T is grown on a silicon
substratte, which is mouunted with a tillt angle in the SEM. The CNT is approached bby a fine
etcched metal tip. A possible conttact needs to bee detected in alll three dimensioons.

3

Contact deteection with
h the Touch
hDown-senssor

The TouuchDown sensor
s
is a critical
c
part in the alignnment sequuence, as
the mecchanical coontact betweeen tool an
nd part has to be deteected by
measuriing the conntact force, as the SE
EM lacks thhe third dim
mension.
Generallly, three coonfigurationns are suitaable for the implementtation of
such a sensor.
s
At first,
f
the sennor can be integrated
i
into the tooll. As the
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handlingg tools for nano-scale assembly are fabricatted in silicoon batch
processes, such inteegration is costly
c
and the
t flexibilitty is low. Seecondly,
the tooll can be mounted
m
onn the senso
or, or as a third soluttion, the
adaptor carrying thhe parts cann be mounted on the sennsor. The laatter two
approacches allow for highly flexible co
onfigurationns, which aare quasi
indepenndent of the tools or paarts used forr the assembbly processs. On the
downsidde, a high sensitivity is necessarry for suchh an approaach. The
initial TouchDown
T
n-sensor is basically
b
a piezo-bimoorph cantilevver: two
piezoeleectric layerrs are conneected by a glass fibree substrate ((Fig. 3).
The uppper one is used as acttuator, wheereas the low
wer one is used as
receiverr. This tacctile sensor has been implementted as a vvibrating
sensor, oscillating at its resonaance frequency with sm
mall amplituude [11].
The occcurring conntact between tool and
d part channges the osscillation
characteeristics, modelled as ann additional damping element. Thee change
in phasee shift betw
ween the driiving and th
he driven oscillation,
o
w
which is
measureed with a loock-in ampplifier, is strrongly depeendent on tthe force
exerted on the sensor. A more-d
dimensional approachh under
developpment deteccts contact with
w the sam
me principlee. But it is ddesigned
to superimpose thiis sensing principle on a secondd movemennt (e.g. a
circularr movement) with loweer frequency
y but higherr amplitude.

Fig. 3.. Mechanical model
m
for the TouchDown-sensor, modeled as a spring-mass-damper
system. The
T contact bettween the objecct, e.g. CNT, is modeled as a seecond damper ((left). The
mechanical setup
s
for both approaches
a
is scchematically deppicted (right).
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Results

The automated alignment sequence consisted of three sub-sequences.
The first step (Fig. 4a) consisted of the course x,y-alignment at a scan
field size of 35µm. The z-course alignment was performed by depthfrom-focus (cp. section 2). The second step was the fine alignment step
in x-direction (Fig. 4b). The x alignment has been separated from the y
alignment in order to get more reliable results from visual servoing by
avoiding overlap. Finally, the metal tip moved below the CNT (Fig.
4c). The steps 2 and 3 could be performed safely because of a distance
of more than 25µm between substrate and CNT (cp. Fig. 2 h1 and h2).
Starting from the x-y aligned setup the touchdown sequence has been
executed.

Fig. 4. Alignment sequence between a fine etched metal tip and a CNT. The top row shows the
schematic drawings, the bottom row the corresponding images taken in the SEM.

Fig. 5 (left) shows the measured oscillation amplitude at resonance
frequency in nm over the amplitude of the driving voltage in mV.
Obviously, a wide range of amplitudes can be set with relatively small
voltages. It is important that the oscillation amplitude of the sensor is
smaller than the critical size of the object (CNT). This allows for even
smaller CNTs or other nano-scale objects to be detected with the
TouchDown-sensor.
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Fig. 5. Oscillation amplitude of the TouchDown-sensor in its working point over the amplitude
of the driving voltage (left). Contact measurements between a fine etched metal tip and a CNT
(right).

Figure 5 (right) shows the contact detection between a fine etched
metal tip and a CNT. The contact is detected as soon as a predefined
relative phase shift threshold has been reached. The sensor was excited
with a voltage of 0.7mV. This corresponds to oscillation amplitude of
98nm. The result indicates that the contact can be safely detected. The
measured data showed quasi linear behaviour after the first contact with
a factor of 7.135·10³s/m. The force applied to the CNT at detection
threshold was about 4.9µN.
The reliability of the contact detection method has been evaluated
during 500 touchdown cycles. The metal-tip started at a distance of
4µm below the CNT at the beginning of each cycle and moved at a
velocity of 0.133µm/s towards the CNT. The phase shift threshold has
been set to 1.5° for contact detection. During the 8.3h of measurement
98.4% of all touchdowns have been detected correctly.
5

Conclusion

The 3D-alignment procedure in an assembly process on the nanoscale
in SEM consists of in- and out-of plane alignment steps between tool
and part. Both steps are crucial for automated assembly on the nanoscale and compared to the macro- and meso-scale, dedicated tools and
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methods have to be developed. The TouchDown-sensor provides the
necessary contact detection. Its reliability was proven in this
presentation. Three-dimensional measurement would add extra value to
a possible implementation of automated assembly systems. This will be
achieved in further research by superimposing the TouchDownprinciple on an advanced structure which is capable of more
dimensional movement.
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